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jowa is the leading international manufacturer of marine environmental protection systems. jowa is a global company, with an
unparalleled expertise and technical competence. as part of the jowa group, jowa marine is the world’s leading supplier of
environmental protection systems for marine vessels. jowa marine supplies environmental protection systems, including

pollution prevention systems, overboard discharge systems, bilge water treatment systems, toilet systems, air conditioning
systems, exhaust gas treatment systems, water treatment systems, and fire protection systems. jowa marine also offers the

highest quality environmental protection equipment for the marine construction industry, including bilge water treatment
systems, toilet systems, air conditioning systems, and exhaust gas treatment systems. jowa marine systems is known for its

innovative and efficient product range, which has earned the company an excellent reputation in the marine and construction
industries. jowa marine systems currently has offices in denmark, germany, the uk, finland, france, ireland, italy, singapore, and

south africa. jowa marine has a total of more than 330 employees worldwide. jowa marine is headquartered in denmark, and
has subsidiaries in several countries, including the uk, germany, italy, finland, france, spain, the netherlands, russia, the czech

republic, and china. the jowa marine group is listed on the copenhagen stock exchange, and is a constituent of the ftse 250
index. for further information, please visit www.jowa.com. we are very proud of our safety record and consider our employees’

safety as our highest priority. in order to ensure that our employees remain safe while performing their jobs, jowa has
established a number of safety initiatives. all our employees must pass a rigorous drug screening before they can be hired. we
require all employees to use a safety spectacles. we have implemented a major life saving equipment program. all work areas

are fitted with life saving equipment and fire extinguishers. our personnel must adhere to strict safety procedures. our
employees are trained in first aid, fire, and safety. all of our facilities and vessels are certified to the highest standards. jowa

staff are also trained in the prevention of occupational diseases. jowa has implemented a highly visible injury and illness
prevention program, which includes a 24-hour security service. this program also includes a comprehensive medical and first

aid plan. we have a major emergency plan, which includes an evacuation route, a 24-hour medical service, and a fire
evacuation plan. we conduct weekly safety meetings for all our employees and we provide monthly safety newsletters. we have
also established a confidential hotline for our employees. we have developed a 24-hour emergency response team to assist our

employees. jowa will not hesitate to assist our employees if there are any safety concerns. all of our employees are
continuously trained in all aspects of safety. jowa also supports the various international maritime safety organizations. we

have a number of full-time and part-time safety officers who report directly to the group safety manager.
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6 DNNI (DIRECT TRANSPORT) FULI GAS DETECTOR OCEANSA DAP T-3000A Rene GEOGAS
(Canada), LAMBERT TANK FILLER V (FULLERTON) UTI DIPOTASSI (COLUMBIA HOLDING)
Micro Clip BIO BACKED UP BY JOWA SEAGUARD Test, Repair & Cadiz (NAVANTIA) Gas
Detector O.W.S. / 15 ppm Bilge Alarm Fellow Kogyo FOCAS-1800 Riken Keiki JOWA-

CLEANTOIL FUO-60 RIKEN KOGYO GAS DETECTOR OX-226 BTA KOSAISHI (Japan) RIKEN
OCEANSA DAP T-3000A VARANERA INOXE OCEANSA DAP T-300D VP-1000G Riken Keiko
JOWA-CLEANTOIL FUO-60 RIKEN KOGYO RIKEN KOGYO UTI WARRIOR JOWA-CLEANTOIL

FUO-60 FISHWICH D P-1400MSMS FISHWICH D P-1000 BTA KOSAISHI (Japan) ISL CO
(Inversion Alarmer) GP-226 FOCAS-1800 M MT LAMBBERT (NEW BRITAIN) Aqua-Coil

CRESSON Hydrometer MILANA JOWA-CLEANTOIL DAP T-3000A RIKEN KOGYO TEST, Repair &
Cadiz (NAVANTIA) Gas Detector O.W.S. / 15 ppm Bilge Alarm Riken Keiko JOWA-CLEANTOIL
FUO-60 FISHD P-1400MSMS FISHD P-1000 BTA KOSAISHI (Japan) ISL CO (Inversion Alarmer)

ISL CO DAP T-300D VARANERA KOSAISHI (Japan) GT SENZ LAMBERT (NEW BRITAIN)
NIKKEI_JEDI0126 DIPOTASSI (Columbia Holding) FOCAS-100 RIKEN KOGYO DAP T-300A

VARANERA KOSAISHI (Japan) ISL CO (Inversion Alarmer) MOBLED (MOBLED International
Shipping Co.Ltd.) TANK SCOPE GP-631K -X DTE DIPOTASSI (Columbia Holding) MOBLED
(MOBLED International Shipping Co.Ltd.) PROTO MINE BIO (DANIKUSHI MICRO & TANK

TRADING CO. LTD. (Japan)) TANK SCOPE GP-631P -X DTE DAP T-3000A RIKEN KOGYO -X DTE
DAP T-3000A RIKEN KOGYO TEST, Repair & Cadiz (NAVANTIA) Gas Detector O.W.S. / 15 ppm
Bilge Alarm Fellow Kogyo FOCAS-1800 RIKEN KOGYO PROTO MINE BIO (DANIKUSHI MICRO &
TANK TRADING CO. LTD. (Japan)) MOBLED (MOBLED International Shipping Co.Ltd.) ODME
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